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Sharpening Your Mokuhanga Tools 
 

Introduction 
Carving with truly sharp tools is a pleasure. The soft 

hissing noise as the tool cuts, the crisp and clean cut, and 

wood chips coming away is double pleasurable. The 

sights and sounds and ease of working are the first 

pleasure, and then the knowledge that you are 

producing good work is the second. 

Having sharp tools and knowing how to keep them sharp 

is a key skill that will help you produce better work, as 

well as saving you time and effort. Sharp tools cut 

cleanly and disturb the uncut wood far less, enabling you 

to successfully complete more detailed projects. Apart 

from understanding wood grain, there is no other single 

factor that will improve your carving more. A Japanese 

master carver that I know tells the story of his teachers 

coming to inspect his progress. All they looked at were 

his tools, to see if they were sharpened properly! This 

would tell them that he knew what he was doing. 

This manual has been written to give you a comprehensive view of sharpening tools specifically 

for mokuhanga. These techniques also apply to lino-cutting tools, as many of the shapes are the 

same. The techniques included are a blend of Western and Japanese woodworking techniques 

applied to the particular tool shapes of mokuhanga carving tools.  

Despite their differences, both Japanese and Western woodworking traditions have a long 

history and share many characteristics. A major difference however, is that Western woodwork 

tool sharpening is based on using oil with stones (with some exceptions) and Japanese primarily 

with water stones. 

Mokuhanga tools have some characteristics that makes sharpening them slightly different from 

general woodwork tools, although the fundamental process is the same. The same process and 

stages are used whether your sharpening is with oil stones or water stones.  

Each chapter in this sharpening manual covers a different aspect, from equipment, general 

process, specific tool geometry to maintaining your stones. Having well sharpened tools is one of 

the key skills to acquire for successful, high quality carving, and acquiring the skills of sharpening 

definitely helps you to create more accomplished work. 

The techniques in this manual are what the author has developed over the years, and are not 

necessarily the only way to sharpen your tools, or to be considered “authentic” Japanese 

techniques. You may, in your own practice, develop techniques that work better for you. 
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Is your tool sharp? 
An easy way to quickly check the sharpness 

of your tool before you start work is to 

gently rest the cutting edge on your 

thumbnail or fingernail. With just the 

weight of the tool (no pressure) move the 

tool a little. If the tool grips in your nail 

then it is sharp. If the tool however, slides 

around then it is not sharp enough to give 

you good results. 

Caution - This method has a risk that you 

might cut yourself, so alternatively a small 

scrap of your carving timber can be used as 

a test. If you cut across the grain, then a 

sharp tool will cut cleanly with little effort, while a blunt tool will be harder to push and leave 

broken or kicked-up fibres of wood. You can also use a blank area of your board that will later be 

carved away if a scrap is not handy. 

At any time, as you are carving, you may notice that the cut is not clean, or it is becoming harder 

to cut the wood (usually both!). Then it is time to stop and sharpen your tools. 

Visual Clues 

A badly worn or damaged tool is easy to identify just by looking closely at it. 

   
The tip is chipped at the very 
tip. Sometimes there may be 
a chip along the cutting edge. 

The shiny line at the cutting 
edge shows that the bevel is 
rounded over, and the tool is 
not as sharp as it could be. 

This knife is in good 
condition, with a flat bevel, 
unchipped edge and no 
indication of rounding 

 

The two knives on the left will continue to cut, but the truly sharp knife on the right will give 

much better performance. 
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How often do I need to sharpen? 
This depends on the quality of your tools, the hardness of your wood and the amount of work 

you are doing. There is no set time, it is always “as soon as my tools are starting to lose their 

edge”. I hone my knife tools sometimes for every block when it is delicate or detailed work. 

Sometimes with a larger, or complicated block more than once before finishing. My gouges 

might last several blocks of shina, which is relatively soft wood. A beginner might last several 

projects before attempting to sharpen their tools. As you progress, you will sharpen your tools 

more often as you gain better understanding of the relationship between quality carving and 

sharp tools. 

A student tends to persist with blunt tools, while a professional will not even start, unless their 

tools are properly sharp, and will stop carving to keep them sharp as often as they need. 

 

The Best Way to Sharpen your Tools 
“The best way to sharpen your tools is to keep them sharp” - Anonymous 

What does the quote above mean? It means that you save time and energy by regularly 

“touching up” tools that are already sharp. A short, regular honing prevents you from having to 

do a lot of work to get blunt or damaged tools back to razor sharpness. 

This small, regular maintenance is a lot more efficient than waiting until the tool is so blunt that 

it needs “major surgery”. The paragraph title probably got your hopes up for a straight forward, 

easy solution, but getting the best results in reality is a little more complicated than a simple, 

single solution for all your tools. That’s why we need this manual! 

Some terms we use in this guide 
Sharp – we mean the cutting edge is very fine and ready to use for carving wood. 

Blunt – the cutting edge is rounded, chipped or malformed or all of those, and the tool is not 

ready for carving. 

Hone – a light sharpening when the tool is already in good condition and the use of a fine stone 

brings the tool back to high sharpness 

Grind – a heavy sharpening on the stone, removing metal to improve the shape of the tool 

Sharpen – the overall process of making the tool ready for use 

Refine – similar to hone, the tool is in good shape but we do a little to make it even better 

Stones – any type of stone that you are using for sharpening, depending on which you own 

Shape - the geometry of the tool, with the combination of its different facets. 

Profile – the shape of the cutting edge 

Flat – two things, the first being the flat side of the blade, the second meaning a perfectly even 

surface with no curves or facets 
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Left Hand or Right Hand 
Most of the illustrations in this manual are shown as a right-hand method of holding the tool. 

Actually, I’m naturally a left hander, so the original illustrations have been flipped to suit right-

handed readers, who are in the majority. I’ve included an appendix with the original, left-handed 

illustrations for my left-handed colleagues to use as a reference. 

  
Left-handed hold Right-handed hold 

 

You will find your own ways to hold the tools, so don’t worry if what feels comfortable to you is 

different to what is pictured, as long as you understand the principles of where to hold, and 

where to apply pressure, and how to move the tool. 

 

  




